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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO0014617A2] The present invention, generally speaking, provides a transparent software monitoring/advisory mechanism, allowing
for intelligent interaction with a software user. A software agent installed on a user machine causes hooks to be embedded into target client
applications. Messages relating to user feature selection are hooked within the target client applications and sent to a hook monitor process
including multiple threads including a receiver thread and a primary thread. The receiver thread receives hooked messages and performs
"asynchronous message reflection" of these messages to the primary thread. The primary thread catalogs messages and updates feature usage
counts based on the messages for future upload to a server. The primary thread also determines whether a particular message has an advisory
associated with it, e.g., an advertisement, a survey, etc. If so, the primary thread calls a helper process to deliver the advisory. The software agent
establishes communication with a remote server at intervals using a "virtual connection", i.e., an Internet connection that is imperceptible to the
user. In the downlink direction, the server sends the agent command files that govern the behavior of the agent. The agent retrieves from the server
resources, e.g., advertisements, surveys, software updates, etc., required to carry out commands contained within the command files. In the uplink
direction, the agent uploads selected information such as usage count information to the server in accordance with the command files. The "virtual"
Internet connection may be a LAN connection or a dial-up connection. In the case of a dial-up connection, precautions are taken to avoid mistakenly
causing dial-out. A transfer mechanism minimizes resource use and impact on primary traffic using the connection.
[origin: WO0014617A2] The present invention provides a transparent software monitoring/advisory mechanism, allowing for intelligent interaction
with a user. A software agent causes hooks to be embedded into target client applications. Messages relating to user feature selection are
hooked and sent to a monitoring process including a receiver and a primary thread. The receiver thread receives hooked messages and performs
"asynchronous message reflection" of these messages to the primary thread, which catalogs messages and updates feature usage counts. The
agent established communication with a remote server via a "virtual" Internet connection that is imperceptible to the user such as a LAN or dial-
up connection. the server sends the agent command files that govern the agent's behavior. The agent retrieves resources from the server required
to carry out commands contained within the command files and uploads selected information such as usage count information to the server in
accordance with the command files.
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